Abstract:-The relation between Permalloy film dimensions including thickness of the films and the domain patterns is investigated with the help of simulations. To confirm the results from simulations, experimental work is done and the results are in good agreement. The domain patterns were studied by changing (a) Aspect ratio, (b) Dimension size, (c) Thickness, and (d) Spacing. With aspect ratio 1, a closed domain structure known as vortex structure is formed and with the aspect ratios 2 and 3 double domain pattern is formed. Single domain pattern is observed for aspect ratios 10 and 11 which is confirmed by experimental data. If the dimension is increased keeping same aspect ratio, domain patterns retain the same structure until the dimensional area increases to a fairly large value around 40 µm 2 , after this the domain patterns break into smaller closed patterns in order to minimize the total energy of the system. The thickness also plays a crucial role, if it is increased, domain pattern is retained but stripes will occur due to change of direction of domains into the plane. The CAD tool OOMMF developed by NIST fails to show this effect. If the Permalloy films are kept very near to each other with a spacing approximately equal to the length of the films, coupling effects are seen between them and the regular domain patterns changes 
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